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Altered directional connectivity between emotion network and motor network in Parkinson’s disease with depression

Peipeng Liang, PhD, Gopikrishna Deshpande, PhD, Sinan Zhao, PhD, Jiangtao Liu, PhD, Xiaoping Hu, PhD, Kuncheng Li, PhD

Abstract

Depression is common in patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD), which can make all the other symptoms of PD much worse. It is thus urgent to differentiate depressed PD (DPD) patients from non-depressed PD (NDPD).

The purpose of the present study was to characterize alterations in directional brain connectivity unique to Parkinson’s disease with depression, using resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI).

Sixteen DPD patients, 20 NDPD patients, 17 patients with major depressive disorder (MDD) and 21 healthy control subjects (normal controls [NC]) underwent structural MRI and rs-fMRI scanning. Voxel-based morphometry and directional brain connectivity during resting-state were analyzed. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and 2-sample t tests were used to compare each pair of groups, using sex, age, education level, structural atrophy, and/or HAMD, unified PD rating scale (UPDRS) as covariates.

In contrast to NC, DPD showed significant gray matter (GM) volume abnormalities in some mid-line limbic regions including dorso-medial prefrontal cortex and precuneus, and sub-cortical regions including caudate and cerebellum. Relative to NC and MDD, both DPD and NDPD showed significantly increased directional connectivity from bilateral anterior insula and posterior orbitofrontal cortices to left inferior temporal cortex. As compared with NC, MDD and NDPD, alterations of directional connectivity in DPD were specifically observed in the pathway from bilateral anterior insula and posterior orbitofrontal cortices to right basal ganglia.

Resting state directional connectivity alterations were observed between emotion network and motor network in DPD patients after controlling for age, sex, structural atrophy. Given that these alterations are unique to DPD, it may provide a potential differential biomarker for distinguishing DPD from NC, NDPD, and MDD.

Abbreviations: ACC = anterior cingulate cortex, BDI = beck depression inventory, BOLD = blood oxygen level-dependent, CSF = cerebrospinal fluid, DAN = dorsal attention network, DASS = depression anxiety stress scales, DLPCF = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, DMN = default mode network, DPARSF = data processing assistant for resting-state fMRI, DPD = depressed Parkinson’s disease, EN = emotion network, EPI = echo-planar imaging, FA = flip angle, FOV = field of view, FWHM = full width at half maximum, GDS = Geriatric depression scale, GM = gray matter, H&Y = Hoehn and Yahr, HAMR = Hamilton rating scale for depression, IPL = inferior parietal lobule, LFF = low-frequency fluctuations, MADRS = Montgomery-Åsberg depression rating scale, MDD = major depressive disorder, MMSE = mini-mental state examination, MN = motor network, MPAGE = magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo, mVAR = multivariate autoregressive, NC = normal controls, NDPD = non-depressed Parkinson’s disease, OFC = orbitofrontal cortex, PCC = posterior cingulate cortex, PD = Parkinson’s disease, PHG = parahippocampal gyrus, QIDS = quick inventory of depressive symptomatology, rs-fMRI = resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging, TE = echo time, TR = repetition time, UPDRS = unified PD rating scale, WM = white matter.
Keywords: Effective connectivity, Major depressive disorder (MDD), Parkinson’s disease with depression (DPD), Resting state functional MRI

1. Introduction

Depression is a common problem in patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD),[1] and up to 50% of people with PD experience a major bout of depressive symptoms.[2,3] Depression can make all the other symptoms of PD much worse, including motor symptom deterioration, rapid disease progression, and cognitive attenuation,[4-6] and has been one of the major contributors to poor quality of life and disability in PD patients.[7] In addition, depression in individuals with PD has some unusual characteristics as compared with depression in individuals without PD, that is, major depressive disorder (MDD). As opposed to MDD, distinctive characteristics of depression in PD include more intense worrying, brooding, loss of interest, pessimism, hopelessness, suicidal tendencies, social withdrawal, self-deprecation, ideas of reference, and anxiety. Therefore, it is very imperative and urgent to characterize the underlying neural mechanisms of depressed PD (DPD) patients using neuroimaging methods.

Resting state functional MRI (rs-fMRI) has been widely used in the studies of neurological and psychiatric diseases, including MDD and PD, due to its practical advantages that patients are only required to “rest” without additional cognitive tasks or demands. Recently, some rs-fMRI studies have been performed to examine the underlying neural substrates and the imaging biomarkers of DPD patients. All these previous studies focus on regional deficits[8] and/or functional connectivity abnormalities of a specific network.[9-11] These results revealed impairments of many brain regions in the motor network, default mode network, and emotion network as well as many functional pathways among these networks in DPD patients, as compared with non-depressed PD (NDPD) and normal controls (NC).

However, previous studies mainly focused on the comparison of DPD and NDPD,[8-11] without explicitly comparing DPD and MDD. Given that DPD is the comorbidity of PD and depression, any potentially specific biomarker should differentiate DPD from both NDPD and MDD. Additionally, although previous functional connectivity findings have demonstrated that DPD is possibly a disconnection syndrome, whether the causal directional connectivity profile of DPD is significantly altered is still unclear. This is an important question because synchronization (as measured by non-directional functional connectivity) and causality (as measured by directional effective connectivity) are distinct modes of communication in the human brain. Another important concern is that brain atrophy may cause a partial volume effect in functional imaging results,[12] especially in neurodegenerative diseases.[13-17] However, in previous DPD-related studies, anatomical and functional brain deficits were examined in different samples and the potential impact of atrophy on the functional results were not accounted.

Given the above considerations, we recruited 4 groups of subjects in this study, including DPD, NDPD, MDD, and NC, and simultaneously collected their structural MRI and rs-fMRI data. The main goal of the current study is to examine the causal connectivity differences in DPD as compared with NDPD, MDD, and NC after controlling for structural atrophy. We examined the causal connectivity patterns of DPD patients within and between 4 important brain networks, including the default mode network (DMN),[18,19] the dorsal attention network (DAN),[20] motor network (MN)[21], and emotion network (EN).[22] These functional brain networks have been widely confirmed by using resting state functional connectivity, as measured using low-frequency fluctuations (LFF) (<0.1 Hz) of the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal. DMN and DAN are 2 basic functional networks since the former is engaged in internally directed cognition and the latter in externally directed cognition.[20,23] In particular, DPD patients have significant motor (in contrast to NC and MDD) and emotion related impairment (in contrast to NC and NDPD), it is thus of direct interest to examine the connectivity within DMN, DAN, EN, and MN, and the interactions between them.

We tested the hypothesis that there would be causal disconnections within and between the 4 networks in DPD patients as compared with NC. Particularly, given that DPD is likely to have elements of both NDPD and MDD, we hypothesized that there would be abnormal causal connectivity between MN and EN specifically for DPD patients when compared with NDPD, MDD, and NC, which could potentially form a specific and unique neural signature of DPD.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects

This study was approved by the Medical Research Ethics Committee of Xuanwu Hospital, Beijing, China. Seventy-four right-handed subjects (16 DPD, 20 NDPD, 17 MDD, and 21 NC) participated in this study and written informed consent was obtained from each participant. All PD patients were recruited from the outpatient clinic at Xuanwu Hospital from September 2014 to September 2015. Detailed demographic data of the participants are shown in Table 1. All patients were off medication for 12 hours when they came in for imaging and neuropsychological testing.

Thirty-six patients with idiopathic PD were recruited from the movement disorders outpatient clinics of Xuanwu Hospital. All PD patients were diagnosed based on the UK PD Society Brain Bank Clinical Diagnostic Criteria.[24] The Unified PD Rating Scale (UPDRS) part III[25,26] was used to assess motor disability, and Hoehn and Yahr (H&Y) stage[27] was used to evaluate disease severity. All PD patients had normal cognitive function as measured by a score on the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) of 27 or more. Sixteen of these PD patients were diagnosed with major depression disorder according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition (DSM-V) criteria (American Psychiatric Association), and the remaining 20 patients had PD alone. The 25-item Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HDRS), Beck Depression Inventory (BDI), and Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) were recorded to evaluate the severity of depression. Patients were excluded if they had: moderate to severe head tremor; a history of head injury, stroke, or other neurologic disease; abnormal MMSE scores; and any disorder that interfered with the assessment of the manifestation of PD.

Patients with major depression were recruited from Anding Hospital from September 2014 to September 2015. All MDD patients were diagnosed according to the Structured Clinical Interview of the DSM-V (SCID). Depression severity was assessed
using HDRS, and further assessed using Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS), Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology (QIDS), and the depression scale of Depression Anxiety Stress Scales (DASS). Anxiety severity was assessed using the anxiety scale of DASS and stress severity was evaluated using the stress scale of DASS. Exclusion criteria for MDD patients included: other psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, bipolar disorders, or severe personality disorders or mental retardation, assessed with SCID; a history of organic brain disorders, neurological disorders, cardiovascular diseases or other serious physical illness provided by personal history or laboratory analysis.

In addition, 21 right-handed healthy controls were recruited from the local community through advertisements. Healthy controls were assessed by a neurologist for their neuropsychiatric status. All participants were healthy without psychiatric and neurological illness, assessed by personal history or laboratory analysis. Exclusion criteria for healthy controls were assessed by a neurologist for their neuropsychiatric status. All participants were healthy without psychiatric and neurological illness. In addition, 21 right-handed healthy controls were recruited from the local community through advertisements. Healthy controls were assessed by a neurologist for their neuropsychiatric status. All participants were healthy without psychiatric and neurological illness. Exclusion criteria for healthy controls included: any neurologic illness, as assessed by SCID; a history of organic brain disorders, neurological disorders, cardiovascular diseases or other serious physical illness provided by personal history or laboratory analysis.

2.2. MRI data acquisition

MRI data were acquired on a SIEMENS 3 Tesla Trio scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Foam padding and headphones were used to limit head motion and reduce scanner noise. The subjects were instructed to hold still, keep their eyes closed, and think nothing in particular. Functional images were collected axially using an echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (repetition time [TR]/echo time [TE]/flip angle [FA]/field of view [FOV] = 2000 ms/40 ms/90°/24 cm, resolution = 64 × 64 matrix, slices = 28, thickness = 4 mm, gap = 1 mm, bandwidth = 2232 Hz/pixel). The scan lasted for 478 seconds. 3D T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) sagittal images were collected by using the following parameters: TR/TE/inversion time (TI)/FA = 1900 ms/2.2 ms/900 ms/9°, resolution = 256 × 256 matrix, slices = 176, thickness = 1.0 mm.

2.3. FMRI data preprocessing

Unless otherwise stated, all analyses were conducted using Data Processing Assistant for Resting-State FMRI (DPARSF)[23] and statistical parametric mapping software package (SPM8, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The first 10 volumes of the functional images were discarded to allow the signal to reach equilibrium and participants’ adaptation to the scanning noise. The remaining 229 fMRI volumes were first corrected for within-scan acquisition time differences between slices and spatially realigned to the first volume to correct for inter-scan head motion. No participant had head motion of more than 1.5 mm displacement in any of the x, y, or z directions and larger than 1.5° of rotation throughout the course of the scan. The individual structural images were co-registered to the mean functional images after motion correction using a linear transformation. The transformed structural images were then segmented into gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) by using a unified segmentation algorithm.[23,5] The motion corrected functional volumes were spatially normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space and re-sampled to 3 mm isotropic voxels using the normalization parameters estimated during unified segmentation. Subsequently, the functional images were spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 6 × 6 × 6 mm³ full width at half maximum (FWHM) to decrease spatial noise. Following this, temporal filtering (0.01 Hz < f < 0.08 Hz) was applied to the time series of each voxel to reduce the effect of low-frequency drifts and high-frequency noise. To further reduce the effects of confounding factors, we also used a linear regression process to remove the effects of head motion and other possible sources of artifacts by regressing out 6 motion parameters, WM and CSF time series.

2.4. Region of interest definition

Forty-nine Region of interests (ROIs) from 4 resting state brain networks, including the default mode network (DMN), dorsal attention network (DAN), motor network (MN), and emotion...
network (EN) were selected. Table 2 lists the Talairach coordinates of the ROIs of all 4 networks. Coordinates of the 49 ROIs were defined according to peer-reviewed published literature. The ROIs of DMN were defined according to Grecius et al., which included posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), left/right posterior inferior parietal lobule (L/R pIPL), orbitofrontal cortex/ventral anterior cingulate cortex (OFC/vACC), dorsomedial prefrontal cortex Brodmann area 9 (dMPFC BA9), dorsomedial prefrontal cortex Brodmann area 8 (dMPFC BA8), dorsomedial prefrontal cortex Brodmann area 11 (dMPFC BA11), left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (L DLPFC), left parahippocampal gyrus (L PHG), and left intralateral temporal lobe (LTL). The ROIs of DAN were chosen based on coordinates reported by Vincent et al.. Accordingly, DAN was composed of left/right medial middle temporal area (L/R MT), left/right frontal eye fields (L/R FEF), and left/right superior parietal lobule (L/R SPL). The ROIs of MN were determined based on several publications and included bilateral sensorimotor cortices, supplementary motor area (SMA), left ventral premotor cortex (vPMC), bilateral inferior parietal cortex (L/R IPC), bilateral basal ganglia (L/R BG), bilateral anterior cerebellum. The ROIs of MN were defined according to Kober et al., involved visual area 8/bilateral superior cerebellum (V8/sCB [Bi]), bilateral middle temporal complex (MT+[Bi]), right visual area 4 (V4 [R]), right lateral occipital cortex/temporal lobe (latOCC/Temp [R]), PCC, primary visual cortex (V1), dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC), pregenu anterior cingulate cortex (pgACC), rostral dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (rdACC), ventral anterior insula/frontal operculum/right temporal pole, bilateral orbital frontal cortex (vOP [R]) pOFC [Bi]), bilateral anterior insula, posterior orbitofrontal cortex (aINS pOFc [Bi]), bilateral ventral anterior insula/temporal cortex/orbitofrontal cortex (vIns/TO/Ofc JCN [Bi]), bilateral middle insula, right dorsal putamen (midIns [Bi] dPut [R]), left ventral Striatum, middle insula, hippocampus (VSTR midIns HCMP [L]), left Basolateral Amygdala (BL Amy [L]), hypothalamus (Hy), periaqueductal gray/thalamus (PAG/Thal), bilateral amygdala, dorsal striatum (Cau/Put), ventral globus pallidus, thalamus (Amy vStr vGP Thal [Bi]), right frontoparietal operculum (rPOP [R]), right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG [R]), left pre-supplementary motor area, inferior frontal gyrus (preSMA, IFG [L]).

Using a sub-function of the “GingerALE” software package (http://brainmap.org/ale/) called “icbm2tal,” the coordinates in previous studies were transformed from MNI space to Talairach space. ROIs were 12 mm spheres centered at the corresponding coordinates and were masked by a template consisting of only those voxels that were inside the brain using WFU PickAtlas toolbox (www.ansir.wfubmc.edu). Consequently, the sizes of some of the ROIs differed slightly. It can be seen that the coordinates of the PCC region with the same name but appearing in both DMN and EN are a little different. Consistent with previous studies, we considered them separately as part of distinct networks without merging them. It was hypothesized that if their functional roles are similar because of anatomical proximity, then the functional similarity will be reflected in the results of our analysis. Four ROIs had an overlap. They were R MT of DAN and V4 (R) of EN, and D R BG of MN and midIns (Bi) dPut (R) of EN. Average time courses for the ROIs were generated for each ROI and subject. For the 4 ROIs that had an overlap, the average time courses were computed from the non-overlapping voxels in those regions. Subsequently, for every ROI, the time series corresponding to each subject was concatenated to obtain one time series per ROI.

### 2.5. Regional GM atrophy

GM intensity maps were obtained by the unified segmentation algorithm as described in the Data preprocessing section. After spatially smoothing with a Gaussian kernel of 10 mm FWHM, a
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on the smoothed GM intensity maps to examine the group differences of regional GM atrophy among 4 groups, using sex, age, and education level as covariates. The statistical threshold was set at \( P < 0.01 \) and cluster size \( \geq 119 \) voxels, which corresponded to a corrected \( P < 0.05 \) (using the AlphaSim program). A 2-sample \( t \)-test was also applied to examine the between-group differences. When comparing DPD and NC, sex, age, and education level were used as covariates; when comparing DPD and NDPD, sex, age, education level, and UPDRS were used as covariates; when comparing DPD and MDD, sex, age, education level, and Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD) were used as covariates.

2.6. Directional connectivity analysis

Suppose \( X(t) = (x_1(t), x_2(t), \ldots, x_k(t))^T \) be the \( k \) selected ROI time series. In order to account for the zero-lag correlation effect, a modified multivariate autoregressive (mVAR) model used by Deshpande et al.\(^{39}\) for calculating Granger causality is as follows:

\[
X(t) = \sum_{n=0}^{p} A(n) X(t-n) + E(t)
\]

Where \( A(n) \) are the coefficients of the model with order \( p \) and \( E(t) \) is the model error. The diagonal elements of the zero-lag term \( A(0) \) were set to zero to model only the instantaneous cross-correlation between time series instead of the auto-correlation of each time series. On the other hand, the off-diagonal elements of \( A(0) \) correspond to zero-lag correlation. Since instantaneous cross-correlation is modeled out in the zero-lag term \( A(0) \), the causal relationship obtained from \( A(1) \ldots A(p) \) are purged of correlation leakage effects,\(^{37}\) thus termed as correlation-purged Granger causality (CPGC). Direct causal influence between the \( k \) selected ROI time series can be obtained from the model parameters as follows:

\[
CPGC_{ij} = \sum_{n=1}^{p} \left( a_{ij}(n) \right)^T
\]

Where \( a_{ij} \) are the elements of the matrix \( A \) and \( CPGC_{ij} \) denotes the direct causal influence from ROI \( j \) to ROI \( i \).

All the steps of effective connectivity analysis are identical to what is reported in Deshpande et al.\(^{39}\) First, after standard preprocessing, the mean time series were extracted from 49 ROIs of the 4 networks for each subject, then entered into a fifth order mVAR model\(^{40-42}\) to obtain the correlation-purged causal connectivity between them. The order of the mVAR model was determined using Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). The model order of 5 was determined by estimating the lowest BIC corresponding to the best fit of the model and parameter parsimony.\(^{43}\) Surrogate data were obtained from the ROI time series by randomizing their phase, but retaining the magnitude power spectrum, and input into the mVAR model. The above procedure was repeated 10,000 times to derive empirical null distributions for each path. A flow chart illustrating the connectivity analysis pipeline is shown in Fig. 1.

2.7. Statistical analysis

The CPGC values were entered into a 2-sample \( t \)-test to identify the significant differences between DPD and the other 3 groups (i.e., NC, NDPD, and MDD), using sex, age, education level, and structural atrophy (measured by voxel-based morphometry) as covariates. Additionally, when comparing DPD and NDPD, UPDRS was also used as a covariate to control for the disease severity; when comparing DPD and MDD, HRSD was also used as a covariate to control for different depression levels. The causal paths (bi-directional or uni-directional) surviving a threshold of \( P < 0.01 \) (false discovery rate (FDR) corrected) were considered to show significant group difference. The comparison of most interest in this study is the common paths of the 3 contrasts, that is, DPD versus NC, DPD versus NDPD, and DPD versus MDD.

3. Results

As shown in Table 1, there were significant differences among the 4 groups of participants for age (\( P < 0.05 \)) but not for sex. There was no significant difference among DPD, NDPD, and MDD in
disease duration, but HRSD was significantly different ($P < 0.01$). UPDRS, MMSE, HY, and levodopa equivalent dose were not significantly different between DPD and NDPD while BDI ($P < 0.01$) and GDS ($P < 0.01$) were significant. The head motion during the rs-fMRI scanning was not significantly different between the 4 groups ($P > 0.05$).

3.1. VBM results

The results of one-way ANOVA showed that the 4 groups had significantly different GM volume in the left superior medial frontal gyrus (BA 10), left medial frontal gyrus (BA 32), left superior temporal gyrus (BA 22), left precuneus (BA 7), right precentral gyrus (BA 6), right supramarginal gyrus (BA 40), bilateral thalamus, right caudate, and left cerebellum posterior lobe (Fig. 2A). The paired-wise comparisons showed that DPD exhibited significant GM intensity difference from the other 3 groups of participants (Table 3). As compared with controls, DPD showed significant GM atrophy in the right caudate, left superior medial frontal gyrus (BA 10) and left medial frontal gyrus (BA 32) (Fig. 2B). As compared with NDPD, DPD showed significant GM atrophy in the left precuneus (BA 40) and right cerebellum posterior lobe (Fig. 2C). In contrast to MDD, DPD showed significantly increased GM intensity in the precuneus (BA 40) (Fig. 2D).

3.2. Causal connectivity

As compared with NC, DPD showed significant differences in many causal paths, including both within-network (within MN, EN) and between-network (MN-DMN, MN-DAN, MN-EN, EN-DMN, EN-DAN) pathways. Similarly, we also observed the significant differences between DPD and NDPD, as well as between DPD and MDD. The detailed between-group results can be found in the supplementary materials (Figure S1–S39, http://links.lww.com/MD/B143).

Of most interest and relevance to our hypothesis, 2 causal paths were identified to be common in the comparisons of “DPD versus NDPD”, “DPD versus MDD” and “DPD versus NC”. As shown in Fig. 3, the 2 paths were aINS.pOFC(Bi) → L ITC and aINS.pOFC(Bi) → R BG. The former was stronger in DPD as compared with both NC and MDD, but weaker as compared with NDPD. The latter was stronger in DPD as compared with all the other groups. We also investigated the sex effect among the 2 common paths. It was found that the path aINS.pOFC(Bi) → R BG was significantly greater in DPD women as compared with DPD men ($P = 0.03$), while this sex difference was not evident in NDPD, MDD, and NC groups.

In particular, as the age difference between groups is a little higher, the dependence may still exist even after using age as a covariate of no interest. Thus, we further run an analysis to see if the mean squared error of the model is correlated with age. If not, it means that the effect of age has been completely regressed out. It was found that the model error is not correlated with age. It was found that the model error is not correlated with age ($P > 0.1$). Therefore, the model has effectively regressed out the effect of age.

4. Discussion

The novelty of the present study lies in the fact that we used directional connectivity analysis to investigate the underlying biological markers of DPD. Results showed that there was significant within- and between-networks causal disconnection in DPD in contrast to NDPD, MDD, and NC (Figure S1–37, http://links.lww.com/MD/B143) after controlling for sex, age, and structural atrophy. In particular, the strength of aINS.pOFC(Bi) → L ITC was significantly increased in both DPD and NDPD, as compared with MDD and NC, and the pathway of aINS.pOFC (Bi) → R BG was significantly elevated in DPD in contrast to the other 3 groups. Moreover, women DPD patients showed greater connectivity of aINS.pOFC(Bi) → R BG than man DPD patients.

Some ROIs in this study have overlaps (although the average time courses were computed from the non-overlapped regions), which could potentially confound the final results. Further analysis was then performed by reducing the radius to 3 mm to make the ROIs non-overlapping and it did not show any change.
in the patterns of the results except for statistical power. Additionally, an alternative ROI definition method is to perform an independent component analysis (ICA) to identify study-specific resting state network regions. Accordingly, we performed ICA on all subjects (i.e. by not differentiating the groups), found resting state networks (RSNs) for the entire sample, back projected them onto individual subjects, obtained time series from each RSN in individual subjects and then re-ran the directional connectivity analysis. It was found that all the 4 RSNs could be identified. DMN regions included PCC, MPFC, and bilateral IPL; DAN regions contained bilateral FEF and SPL; MN regions consisted of the bilateral sensorimotor area, SMA, and bilateral cerebellum; and EN regions mainly comprised bilateral amygdala, dmPFC, and PCC. However, some functional regions previously reported in larger cohorts and which were included among our 49 ROIs, were not identified by ICA. For example, hippocampus and bilateral ITC were not found in DMN, BG was not detected in MN, and insula was not found in EN. Additionally, PCC in DMN still had a slight overlap with PCC in EN. Given these limitations, we report the findings based on the 49 functional ROIs (from previous publications) in order to fully explore the connectivity difference between different groups of subjects.

By using causal connectivity analysis, this study revealed the impairment of MN and EN in DPD patients, consistent with previous studies.[8,10,11] Furthermore, the current study has extended the previous studies by identifying the aberrant interactions among MN, EN, DMN, and DAN in DPD. These results provide new evidence for the notation that DPD can be characterized as a functional disconnection syndrome. The unique connectivity signatures of DPD as compared with NDPD and MDD further suggest that DPD is not a simple superposition of NDPD and MDD.

Previous studies have reported distributed regions with significant GM reductions in DPD patients, including the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), insula, thalamus, medial temporal gyrus, etc.[3,44–47] However, previous VBM studies did not show convergent results. For example, OFC reduction was detected in 2 studies,[44,45] but not in the other studies.[3,46,47] A reduction in this region was not observed in our study either. Many factors may contribute to these inconsistencies, including diagnostic criteria, sex, age, disease duration, sample size, and so on. In the present study, structural alterations, as well as causal connectivity changes were investigated in the same sample. With GM structural atrophy, age and sex modeled as effects of no interest in this study, the abnormal causal connectivity identified in DPD...
In the current study, patients with Parkinson’s disease exhibited increased connectivity between the entorhinal cortex (EN) and motor cortex (MT), which may be related to the motor symptoms of the disease. This increase was observed using resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) and was found to be more pronounced in patients with Parkinson’s disease with depression (PD-DE) compared to patients with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease (PD) and healthy controls (HC). The findings suggest a potential role of the motor cortex-entorhinal network in the motor symptoms of Parkinson’s disease and its association with depressive symptoms.
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